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Abstract
In the growing field of Archaeological Sciences, the emphasis on non-traditional
approaches is quickly increasing. Archaeometallurgy applies the analytical techniques of
Materials Science to ancient artifacts. This thesis specifically applies metallurgical
principles to the study of ancient shears. By examination of ancient shears from several
time periods and cultures (Roman, Viking, Medieval, and Chinese), an effort was made
to determine the processing and design evolution.
Simple techniques such as radiography, metallographic preparation, microscopy,
and quantitative image analysis can be applied to artifacts to yield otherwise unattainable
information on the processing and material structure. Empirical design decisions, like
materials selection, are discussed in the context of modem Ashby plots. Finite Element
Analysis was used to evaluate the loading of these shears to understand design
considerations. Microstructures were carefully studied to understand which technologies
(i.e. quench hardening) were available to ancient smiths. Overall, a progression in
Western shear fabrication technology and design evolution has been established, with an
additional comparison to Eastern cultures.
From this study. it is clear that it over time the design and fabrication emphases
were placed on shear springs. rather than the blades. The need for durable springs that
could withstand the cyclic stress of repeated use overwhelmingly guided the evolution of
shear technology.
An Introduction to Shears and Scissors
In literature we often find all cutting tools grouped together. Archaeological
objects such as shears, scissors, knives, and swords or daggers are often studied as one
group by metallographers. This is understandable because much of the technology for
these pieces is similar, such as a sharpened cutting edge and durability of the blade. In
addition, this grouping has added to the confusion in defining the difference between
shears and scissors. Although these objects appear to be used for the same purpose in
areas such as textile manufacturing and glass manufacturing (Patterson), they are
inherently different objects.
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines scissors as "a cutting instrument
consisting of a pair of handled blades, so pivoted that the instrument can be opened to a
shape resembling that of the letter "X", and the handles then brought together so as to
cause the edges of the blades to close on the object to be cut." It is however important to
note that larger scissors such as those used by tailors are often colloquially referred to as
shears as well (Shugar and Notis 2003).
Shears, on the other hand. are defined in the OED as "originally and stil1=
scissors ... The various kinds fall into two principle classes: those which are worked in
the manner of scissors. and those in which (as in ordinary sheep shears) the bringing
together of the blades is effected by pressure on their stems between the blades and the
arched spring by which the stems are connected ....· Essentially these objects consist of
opposing blades which cross over each other and form a "U" shape both when open and
closed.
The real difference between these two objects is that they are different classes of
levers, meaning that the location of the pivot point in relation to the load is different.
Scissors form a double lever with each blade operating as a class 1 lever where the
fulcrum is between the load and the effort (Shugar and Notis 2003). Conversely, shears
are a class 2 lever since the load is between the fulcrum and the effort. Therefore, these
objects are inherently different because they operate in different ways.
If one thinks of a modem task such as sheep shearing, it is clear that these objects
have different functionality. When cutting sheep's wool, shears are ideal, because they
can be operated with one hand and no tension on the fur is necessary. Conversely, to cut
effectively with scissors, tension must be applied. Also, the pivot point of the scissors
would prove problematic because the wool could be easily caught, effectively
immobilizing the scissors. Shears have no pivot point, and thus completely avoid this
situation. However, there are also applications where each cutting tool would be equally
appropriate, such as cutting leather or string. where tension would not be necessary, and
the pivot point would not easily be blocked.
It is important to understand the tenninology used when referring to shears.
Wilthew defines the various parts of the shears as illustrated in Figure I (Wilthe\v 1986).
For the purposes of this investigation. the teml back or spring will also be used to refer to
the area labeled as the handle.
• HANDLE
RECESS~L~~
Bl.ADE TOP
BOW
ARM
BLADE
TIP
3 The tenninology used to describe medieval
shears.
Figure 1: A schematic representation of a shear, identifying the important areas
(Wilthew 1986).
Authors disagree on when the first cutting tools appeared in the historical record.
Some claim that the first references to them may have been from the Babylonian era
(Shugar and Notis 2003). There is no reference to shears or scissors found anywhere in
the context of the ancient Greeks. The earliest recorded museum artifacts are often traced
to the Roman Period. This coincides with the fact that the first evidence of shears in
Egypt is not seen until after Roman occupation.
Scissors appear even later in the historical record. although their timing is also
debated. Some argue that scissors did not appear until the medieval period (Tylecote and
Gilmour 1986.54). However. the Royal Ontario }'luseum has a collection of shears and
scissors dating to the Roman occupation in Egypt (Shugar and Notis 2003).
Despite their much debated timeline, these objects remain a rich source for
information on ancient technology. They are a basic and utilitarian tool that was used by
all strata of society. Shears are excavated from a range of site types, such as farms,
surgeon's houses, towns, graves, and castles. Often, we see innovations and advances
associated with artifacts from elite provenance; these innovations trickle down overtime
and are finally seen in everyday items. When material advances occur in such common
use items, it truly represents an advance in the metal working of the culture. In addition,
shears were used throughout many cultures in the world, and on many continents. They
are an object that is seen frequently with a relatively consistent design. The design of
Roman shears closely matches those used in modern production.
This thesis concentrates on shears, rather than scissors. Elements of the design
and the fabrication technology were investigated so that a chronology of the production
technology could be established and fit into the historical record.
Ancient Materials for Shear Manufacture
Ancient smiths were higWy skilled in metal crafts. Metal working first began
predominately with soft metals such as native gold, native and smelted silver, and then
copper and its alloys. The first smiths to form shears used bronze, an alloy of copper and
tin.
The earliest excavated shear encountered in this study were found in Qumran,
Israel with the dead sea scrolls, and are dated between 150 BCE and 100 CEo The shear
can be seen in Figure 2 (Roitman 2005). This shear consists of two different types of
metal; iron blades with a bronze spring. Other shears with bronze springs have been
excavated and dated to the Roman period and earlier (Shugar and Notis 2003).
Figure 2: Bimetal shears excavated from QWllran. Israel.
The main advantage of using bronze for shears was the ease of processing.
Ancient smiths began working with copper and were experienced \\ith its processing.
TI1CY could easily proccss it in the liquid statc. casting full objects. Years latcr. the
addition of tin to copper allowed for bronze production. \\ith an cven lower mclting
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Ancient Materials for Shear Manufacture
Ancient smiths were highly skilled in metal crafts. Metal working first began
predominately with soft metals such as native gold, native and smelted silver, and then
copper and its alloys. The first smiths to fonn shears used bronze. an alloy of copper and
tin.
The earliest excavated shear encountered in this study were found in Qumran.
Israel with the dead sea scrolls. and are dated between 150 BCE and 100 CEo The shear
can be seen in Figure 2 (Roitman 2005). This shear consists of two different types of
metal: iron blades with a bronze spring. Other shears with bronze springs have been
excavated and dated to the Roman period and earlier (Shugar and Notis 2003).
Figure 2: Bimetal shears excavated from Qumran. Israel.
The main advantage of using bronze for shears was the ease of processing.
Ancient smiths began working with copper and were experienced with its processing.
They could easily process it in the liquid state, casting full objects. Years later, the
addition of tin to copper allowed for bronze production, with an even lower melting
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temperature. Because bronze has such a low melting temperature, it could be easily
processed in the liquid state by ancient smiths. This would have allowed for the casting
of complex parts so that shear manufacture would be easily achievable.
During the Roman period, we see the development of fully iron shears. This
transition involves a fundamentally different technology since iron has a very high
melting temperature. Thus, ancient smiths could not process iron in the liquid state, as
we do today in what is termed an "indirect process". The production of the metal in early
times would have required a solid state process to derive metal and fabricate objects.
Iron would have initially been poor quality because of the included slag, from processing.
In addition, ancient people did not fully understand that steel is composed of iron and
carbon, and thus could not fully control its properties. Another technique to control
iron's properties, quench hardening, was not seen until later in the Roman period.
The Western process of producing metallic iron from ore is referred to as the
bloomery process, and is considered to be a "direct process" (Espelund 1995). Numerous
and exceptionally complete references have been written on the history and science of
this technology (i.e. Pleiner 2000. Healy 1978). In this process. the ore was combined
with a fuel source and heated in a reducing atmosphere. TIlis reduced the ore to an iron
bloom consisting of some metallic iron. but also glassy slag, ash. and charcoal. Ore and
fuel sources varied according to availability.
Ore deposits tend to be widespread throughout the world and would have been
easilv accessible to ancient smiths (Pleiner 2000.91 -93). The common smith could
likely have met his production needs by collecting simple iron stones. TIlcre is also
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evidence that some ore may have been mined. Common ores are hematite, magnetite, or
bog ore as was commonly used in Scandinavia and the British Isles (Espelund 1995).
Fuel sources would have been: charcoal (typically), various types of wood (in
Scandinavia), or another source specific to the natural vegetation of the area. Charcoal
would seem to have been more desirable because it naturally produces a reducing
atmosphere due. However, its use may have been limited because of the extra processing
required (Pleiner 2000, 115). Interesting to note is that different charcoals also tend to
have different reactivities depending on what wood they were produced from (Pleiner
2000, 115). The use of wood seems to be primarily confined to Scandinavian production
(Espelund 1995). There is also evidence for the use of coal, both in later period Britain
and ancient Chinese production (Pleiner 2000, 115).
The ore and fuel were layered into a preheated furnace and lit for the smelting to
commence. The fire was kept burning by the injection of hot air with tuyeres or bellows.
Over time, the impurities from the ore, and the ash from the fuel would mix and form a
low melting temperature liquid referred to as slag. In some cases the slag would run out
of the furnace or be tapped. After several hours. the reaction would be complete and the
furnace allowed to cool. The end result of this process was an iron bloom. a spongy,
porous mass of iron and impurities. Due to the differences in atmosphere in various parts
of the furnace. the iron within the bloom would have been of variable and nonuniforn1
carbon contents.
TI1C bloom would thcn require significant reduction to produce metal \\;th which
to work. TIlrough a series of reheating and hammering cycles. the iron was reduced and
separated from the slag. Because the slag has a lower melting temperature. it would
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soften, and easily be squeezed out of the bloom upon heating and hammering. The
composition of this slag would have been dependant on the ore, and the fuel, so
compositions vary greatly. Most slags are composed of oxides of various elements such
as iron, silicon, aluminum, calcium, sodium, potassium, phosphorus and manganese.
Although the bloom is greatly reduced to consist predominately of iron, it is inevitable
that some slag inclusions remain in the metal as a remnant of the processing. These slag
inclusions can be used to identify the object as one produced with the bloomery process,
and also tell about the object's processing and provenance (Buchwald and Wivel 1998).
The reduced bloom would then be ready for the smith to fabricate an object. The
iron, now termed wrought iron, would be forged and shaped into a final object by a
blacksmith. There are several debated points about ancient metal working including
carburization and purposeful hardening.
Based on the fact that most blacksmiths used charcoal to fuel their hearths, the
combustion lends itself to a carburizing atmosphere much more so than a decarburizing
atmosphere. There is no definitive work that demonstrates purposeful carburization or
decarburization for this period. Both processes require tight atmospheric and temperature
control. It is unlikely that a blacksmith's hearth could have been controlled well enough
to produce either of these effects in iron. Although samples may have microstructures
characteristic of carburization or decarburization. they are generally non-unifoml. In
addition. most artifacts haye damaged or nonexistent outer layers. Because carhurization
and decarburization are essentially surface processes. the evidence for them tends to be
lost. Because carbon contents of the bloom were so yariable. and carburization was
difficult, it is unlikely that the carbon content was empirically used as a method for
purposeful hardening.
The extension of forging to other production techniques was a natural
consequence of forging to purify and improve the quality of the bloom. One such
technique that commonly arises from ancient metal working is the concept of forge
welding. This process produces a composite object by joining two pieces of iron with
local fusion or hot welding (Rostoker and Bronson 1990, 132). In this process, the iron is
locally heated and mechanically worked to produce a metallurgical bond without liquid
fusion. This generally requires very high temperatures (in the red hot regime, about
800°C to 900°C for iron) to promote the necessary plasticity. In many cases, the process
can be used to produce a more homogeneous steel, such as in the case of the knives from
Germany noted by Rostoker and Bronson (Rostoker and Bronson 1990, 133). Other
examples include farm implements from Roman England (Healy 1978, 238). Both of
these applications, as well as the shears, seek to optimize properties of the object by
combining two types of iron with complementary characteristics.
Forge welding was also used for pattern welding. Instead of blending the phases
for optimum properties, two types of iron would have been welded together for
decorative purposes, such as on swords (Bruce-Mitford 1978). Patterns were generally
built up from the welding and twisting of several steel rods. usually one of high
phosphorus content. to produce a pattern (Bruce-Mitford 1978).
Although this type of decoration is seen more on elite objects than on common
use ohjects such as shears. the concept of forge welding is clearly still applicable. The
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practice of solid state welding was well known, and used in more than one application,
making it a fundamental metal working process.
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Objective of Study
Archaeometallurgy is a unique application of Materials Science to the study of
archaeological artifacts. Using modem methods and technology, the empirical science of
ancient metal smiths can be confirmed and understood in the context of current
knowledge. This thesis intends to apply this approach to a study of shears as
archaeological objects used as an indicator of ancient technological capability.
The two principle elements of object design and fabrication technology
overwhelmingly guided this research. As I will demonstrate, there is a transition in the
type of metal from which shears were produced over time. Also, there is a transition in
the shape of shears which is still reflected today. Fabrication methods clearly shifted,
because there is a transition from multi piece mechanically joined shears to single piece
metallurgically bonded shears. All of these design elements can now be understood with
the use of modem analytical methods.
The overall goal of this work was to study a large body of objects from various
cultures to form conclusions on the fabrication and design processes of ancient smiths.
Although this study concentrates on shears. the generated knowledge can be applied to
other cutting tools and period metal working. There was also the desire to track the
evolution in production to see if design elements were advancing. As a secondary goal.
this study seeks to demonstrate how beneficial a merger of two fields can be in amassing
more knowledge and understanding.
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Provenance of the Collections
An overview of each of the collections is presented here as a reference for the
reader, and to establish an approximate timeline for the shears that were examined.
Detailed tables documenting the separate samples and shears can be found in Appendix
A.
Romo"
The Roman specimens are from shears housed at the Royal Ontario Museum and
are dated to the Roman period in Egypt (Shugar and Notis 2003). This would place the
shears between 30 BCE and 300 CEo The exact excavation details are unknown because
the objects were excavated long ago and the records were lost. From the collection, four
shears were sampled, and two are presented in detail. One is a three piece shear, the
other a two piece shear.
Viki"g
The Viking shear was a single piece shear from a collection of provenanced
Viking objects. It measures 118 mm in length and is missing one blade. This object was
excavated from a fannhouse occupied from 800-900 CE in a Viking settlement on
Gotland Island. which is now part of Sweden (Jansson 1983). It was professionally
conserved before receipt.
Gotland is the largest island in the Baltic Sea and has a mild climate (Graham-
Campbell 1980). It is otten referred to as the "island of roses" because its climate is mild
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enough for roses to bloom in December. The island was continuously populated from the
Bronze Age to the Middle Ages, and has a variety of archaeological sites including ones
from the Bronze Age, Iron Age, Viking Period, and Medieval times. Gotland is also said
to be home to the Goths, the barbarians who carved up Europe after the fall of the Roman
Empire.
During the Viking Age (800-1050 CE) the island of Gotland was a densely
populated trading center (Graham-Campbell 1980). Its tradition as such stemmed back to
the Stone Age, when the peoples of the island exported stone axe heads across the Baltic
to Sweden and Denmark. Due to its position in the Baltic, the island easily controlled
trade routes to the south, east, and west. Commerce was the island's main industry from
the Iron Age to Medieval times.
Although the Vikings are better known as seafarers and warriors, they were
predominantly a farming community (Graham-Campbell 1980). Because this shear is
tied to traditional Viking farming, it was excavated along a with other common use items
such as scythes, nails, and knives (Jansson 1983). It is therefore reasonable to conclude
that this shear was used strictly for practical applications in the household, such as leather
cutting or tcxtilc work, and would not be cxpected to be of the highest quality.
"fedieml
All of thc Medicval samplcs werc single picce shears obtained on loan from the
Muscum of London and English Hcritagc. TI1C samples werc initially invcstigated by
Wilthew (1986). TI1CY comc from fivc separate shears excavated from various sites
around the city of London and were found either totally or partially intact (Cowgillcl 01
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1986,2). All of the shears had enough uncorroded metal so that good metallurgical
samples could be taken. A variety of samples were removed from both the blades and the
springs. Samples 1-13 (inclusive) are from shear No. 364 and were excavated at Swan
Lane. This shear provided the most complete data because such a large number of
samples were removed. Samples 14, 15, and 22 are from shear No. 325 and were
excavated at Baynards Castle Dock in 1972. The Dock has been identified as the
Common East Watergate and dates to the 13th and 14th centuries CEo Samples 16-19 are
from shear No. 320 and 359, and were excavated at Trig Lane. Samples 20-21 are from
shear No. 313, excavated at Billingsgate Lorry Park and date to the 12th century CEo
Cowgill (Cowgill et a11986, 2-3) gives complete excavation reports and site maps for
each of the digs.
Chinese
For this thesis, I investigated and performed metallographic studies on a total of
nine shears from ancient China (7 from the Beijing University of Iron and Steel
Technology and 2 from the Royal Ontario Museum). The earliest scissors or shears
kno\Vll in China come from the early Han dynasty and are comparable in chronology to
the earliest Roman shears. TI1ese utilitarian objects are typically made of iron and their
designs and shapes differ chronologically and by geographic region. The samples
presented here span almost the entire range of dates corresponding to the European
shears. from 600 to 1200 CE and are from various geographic areas in China.
15
Experimental Procedure
Although the treatment of each collection of shears varied, the steps used
throughout the investigation were similar. The samples from the Chinese and Medieval
collections were received already removed from the shears. In the case ofthe Roman and
Viking shears, samples were removed from the blade and the spring. In all cases, an
effort was made to limit damage to the object and remove a sample unobtrusively.
Radiography
Radiography was used extensively on the Viking shear as a starting point for the
investigation. The Museum of London also supplied radiographs taken of the Medieval
shears. No radiography was performed on the Chinese or Roman shears.
Radiography as applied to antiquities is a field that has grown in the past decades
(Shearman and Dove 1997). It is best used at the beginning of an investigation or
conservation effort and can truly supplement visual examination (Shearman and Dove
1997). The techniques can be applied to almost any defect or material. but lends itself
nicely to the study of ferrous metals.
In an effort to verify the suspected weld location on the Viking piece. stcrco-
radiography was attcmpted. Stcreo-radiography was also uscd to documcnt thc Sutton
Hoo sword aftcr its cxcavation (Bruce-Mitford 1978. 282). Thc radiograph clcarly
displays intricatc pattcrn wclding not visiblc on the piccc duc to corrosion. In addition to
rcvcaling thc pattcrn wclding. stcreo-radiography also hclpcd scicntists to understand the
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construction of the blade, because of the three dimensional information revealed by the
technique (Bruce-Mitford 1978, 307).
Radiography was performed by Branch Testing Labs Inc. in Cranford, NJ. All
imaging and printing was performed by a technician with my supervision. An Andrex
3000 tube with an iridium 192 radiation source was used to generate x-rays. The source
to film distance was set at 48 inches because of the source's power and the object's
thinness. Because the object was heavily corroded it had a very low density, compared to
other metals, and no lead filters were necessary. The source was operated at 5 rnA of
current, with varying voltages and times to achieve the desired density and film imaging.
A higher accelerating voltage and a longer time more deeply penetrate the object and
produce darker images. Both Agfa 0-2 and 0-3 film types were used to achieve the
desired radiographs. Table I summarizes the x-ray radiograph conditions and film used.
A Kodak X-OMAT processor was used to automatically develop the film.
Table I: Summary of Radiography conditions on the Viking Shear. Tilted images for
stereo pairs are noted.
Current Voltage
Radio~raph # (rnA) (kV) Film Time (sec)
1 5 110 03 60
2 5 110 02 60
3 5 110 D3 100
4 (tilt) 5 110 03 100
5 5 120 03 120
6 (tilt) 5 120 D3 120
7 5 120 03 180
8 5 130 OJ 240
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For flat imaging, the shear was laid so that it rested entirely on the pad. However,
because of the thickness and height differences between the blade and the spring, there
was too much elevation change to obtain a clear radiograph. The set up was then
modified so that only the blade and the beginning of the handles were on the pad,
resulting in the shear lying entirely flat. This same set-up was then used to produce the
stereo pairs by placing a small piece of Styrofoam under the back edge of the blade,
resulting in an approximately 10° tilt angle. In total, 8 radiographs were taken, including
two sets of stereo pairs.
The stereo pairs were then digitally scanned for use with stereo imaging software.
Because the software has set processing steps, the red/blue stereo image that was
produced was not particularly useful. To combat this problem, the digital images were
printed as photos and used in a manual stereo viewer. This resulted in much better 3D
topography. The two stereo pairs can be seen in Figure 3 below. 3D imaging proved less
useful than anticipated.
Figure 3: Stereo pair compiled from radiographs 3 and 4.
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For flat imaging, the shear was laid so that it rested entirely on the pad. However,
because of the thickness and height differences between the blade and the spring, there
was too much elevation change to obtain a clear radiograph. The set up was then
modified so that only the blade and the beginning of the handles were on the pad,
resulting in the shear lying entirely flat. This same set-up was then used to produce the
stereo pairs by placing a small piece of Styrofoam under the back edge of the blade.
resulting in an approximately 10" tilt angle. In total, 8 radiographs were taken, including
two sets of stereo pairs.
The stereo pairs were then digitally scanned for use with stereo imaging software.
Because the software has set processing steps, the red/blue stereo image that was
produced was not particularly useful. To combat this problem, the digital images were
printed as photos and used in a manual stereo viewer. This resulted in much better 3D
topography. The two stereo pairs can be seen in Figure 3 below. 3D imaging proved less
useful than anticipated.
Figure 3: Stereo pair compiled from radiographs 3 and 4.
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In- Situ Polishing
In an effort to conserve the sample, in- situ polishing was performed on the
Viking Shear. Because most of the other samples were received in the as mounted
condition, they did not require this. In total, three different areas of the Viking shear
were polished: on the front side: one in a region near the handle joint, and one midway
down the blade on the back edge. On the back side: directly at the joint between the
handle and the blade. The polished areas are labeled in Figure 4. A Struers portable
polisher was used for both grinding and polishing. Areas were ground with 400 and then
600 grit SiC paper. Polishing steps included 6 ~m diamond, 0.3 ~m alumina, and 0.05
~m silica. An eye dropper was then used to apply 4% Picral solution for etching. The
sample was ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol both before and after etching to prevent
staining.
The polished areas were then photographed using a PAX-IT camera attached to an
Olympus BH-2 Light Optical Microscope (LOM) with PAX-IT digital imaging software.
Because the surface does not polish entirely flat or uniformly as with a mounted sample,
it was difficult to obtain high quality images.
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Figure 4: Areas of the shear that were in- situ polished.
Sampled Metallography
Samples from the Roman shears were cut with a jewelers saw in the metals
conservation laboratory at the Royal Ontario Museum (Shugar and Notis 2003). Samples
were mounted in epoxy, ground, and polished with 0.3 J.lm alumina and 0.05 J.lm silica.
The samples were etched with 2% Nital and digitally photographed.
In total four samples were removed from the Viking shear for study; one at the
tip. one from the blade. one in the mid- region of the shear. and one from the curved back
of the spring. All samples were carefully removed so as to not damage the structural
integrity of the piece. TIle tip sample naturally broke from the piece. The blade sample
is a section from the front of the shear. In order to limit cutting of the object. the spring
sample was remon~d fTom a partially corroded area. already separated on three sides.
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Figure 4: Areas of the shear that were in- situ polished.
Sampled Metallography
Samples from the Roman shears were cut with ajewelers savv in the metals
conservation laboratory at the Royal Ontario Museum (Shugar and Notis 2003). Samples
were mounkd in epoxy. ground, and polished with 0.3 ~m alumina and 0.05 ~lm silica.
The samples were etched with 2% Nital and digitalIy photographed.
In total four samples were removed from the Viking shear for study: one at the
tip. one from the blade. one in the mid- region of the shear. and one from the curved back
of the spring. AlI samples were carefulIY removed so as to not damage the structural
integrity orthe piece. The tip sample naturalIy broke from the piece. The blade sample
is a section from the front of the shear. In order to limit cutting of the object the spring
sample \vas removed from a partialIy corroded area. already separated on three sides.
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The mid- region sample was removed from the shear in the area of the suspected weld,
where the blade meets the spring.
All of the samples were removed using a Dremmel© tool fitted with a diamond
cutting wheel. The shear was delicately held in a vice while the sections were removed.
Each sample was then mounted in epoxy and prepared using standard metallographic
techniques. The samples were ground to 600 grit with SiC paper to remove surface
epoxy and expose the metal. They were then polished using 6 Ilm diamond, 0.3 Ilm
alumina, and 0.05 Ilm silica before being etched in 4% Picral solution. The preferred
etchant for studying iron of an unknown microstructure is Picral, because it usually
reveals the most detail (Bramfitt and Benscoter 2002, 222). Nital is harsher and it is
easier to over etch a sample using it. Over etching often hides important microstructural
features. Each sample was then investigated using light optical microscopy. Light
optical micrographs of the metal structure and slag inclusions were taken with an
Olympus BH-2 microscope attached to the PAX-IT digital camera and imaging system.
Within the mid- region sample, microstructures that required additional study
were present. Halo ferrite was identified with the Picral, but usually requires tint or grain
boundary etching to reveal the full structure. A solution of 15g of sodium meta-bisul fate
dissolved in 1OOmL of distilled water was used as a tint etchant to increase the contrast.
Marshall's reagent was also used to increase the contrast between the two regions of the
microstructure. In each of these cases it is especially important to have a well polished
sample because scratches appear more than with other etchants. TI1erefore. only new
cloths were used for san1ple preparation.
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Samples from the Medieval shears were received mounted in epoxy, and were re-
polished down to 0.05 ~m silica using standard metallurgical techniques. All samples
were initially etched in 4% Picral to observe the presence of martensite. If there was no
visible effect, the sample was re-polished and etched in 2% Nital until the microstructure
became visible. Light Optical Microscopy (LOM) was predominately used for this study.
Photographs were taken using a PAX-IT digital camera and image processing software,
attached to an OlYmpus BH-2 microscope.
Upon etching in Nital, the samples from one shear showed ghost structures that
are commonly attributed to phosphorus in solid solution with the iron. (Stewart et al
2000,287). Klemm's Reagent has been used in recent years on archaeological samples
to display phosphorus segregation (Piaskowski and Radzikowska 200 I). This etch has
shown success in tinting phosphorus white and ferrite either blue or brownish red
depending on the grain orientation (Piaskowski and Radzikowska 2001,45). In the
present study, Klemm's etch was used to bring out the contrast between the phosphorus
rich areas and the phosphorus poor areas. OberhofTer's Reagent, another tint etch for
phosphorus segregation. was also implemented with little success (Stewart et ai, 2000).
The Chinese shears were received in partial mounts. but were all remounted in
epoxy resin for added strength. They were then ground with SiC dO\m to 600 grit and
polished with 6 ~m diamond and 0.3 ~m alumina. Samples were finished on 0.05 ~m
silica. All sanlples were then etched in either 2% Nital or 4% Picral. The sanlples were
photographed using a Nikon digital camera attached to an OI)111PUS BH-2 microscope.
Quantitative Image Analysis
A novel approach was used to try and determine the heat treating temperature of
the Viking shear. Using images of the halo ferrite microstructure discussed previously,
digital image processing software was used to determine the volume fractions of the
various components. The volume fraction of pearlite was obtained from the original
images of the microstructure etched with sodium meta-bisulfate and Marshall's reagent.
This was then used to determine the carbon content using the Fe-C phase diagram. The
images were the modified to two color images. The pearlite and halo ferrite (which
would have originally been austenite) were shaded one color, and the ferrite another.
Two- color images were used to aid the processing software. The austenite volume
fraction was calculated and compared against the phase diagram. Based on the known
carbon content and the volume fraction, an approximate heat treating temperature was
determined.
Microltardness Testing
Microhardness measurements were made on the Roman samples to help identify
the phases present. A Vikers microhardness tester with a load of 10. 25. or 50 gran1s was
used with a 15 second dwell time (Shugar and Notis 2003).
Metallography and light optical microscopy still did not yield definitive
conclusions on whether there was a weld present in the Viking shear. Microhardness was
attempted to detennine if the two areas of the mid-region section sample could be
classified as different steels. A Leco microhardness machine was used. Hardness
Vickers was measured using a diamond pyramid indenter. a SOg load. and a 10 second
.,.,
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dwell time. Measurements started in the ferrite region of the sample and were taken
approximately every 100 microns across the sample's width. Two line scans were
preformed to see if the values were consistent. The sample was etched before testing, so
that each phase was visible for comparison with data afterwards.
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Microprobe analysis was used to detennine the composition of precipitates
observed in the Roman shears. All measurements were taken using a JOEL 7300
electron microprobe with a WDS spectrometer (Shugar and Notis 2003). Both
quantitative point analysis and qualitative mapping was performed.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used for two purposes in the
investigation of the Viking shear. Compositional analysis of the slag particle was
conducted to determine the slag constituents with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry
(EDS). High magnification images of the slag particles were also taken using back
scatter imaging to see the phase contrast and microstructure of the slag particles. High
resolution images were taken of the etched microstructures to resolve details of the
phascs.
All Viking invcstigations werc perfonned on thc Phillips ESEM XL30. The
microscopc was operated at an accclerating voltagc of 15 kV. The beam current was
adjusted as necded to reducc dead time in the EDS scans. All scans wcre performed for
30 livc seconds and had dead times between 20 and 30%.
nlC Medicval shears were similarly analyzed to detenninc thc composition of thc
sings. Again the Phillips ESEM XL30 was used to obtain EDS analysis of the sing
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particles at the weld interface. An accelerating voltage of20 kV and a spot size of 4 was
used. LISPIX compositional mapping was also perfonned on one of the Medieval
samples in an effort to trace phosphorus contents, but results proved inconclusive.
EDS analysis was also perfonned on the Chinese shears to identify the
composition of the slag, using a Phillips 535M SEM.
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Characteristic Features of Each Collection
Roman Shears
Table A-I in Appendix A documents the samples removed from two Roman
shears, and provides a summary of the metallographic observations. The Roman shears
in this collection stand out because one is a three piece shear and the other is a two piece
shear. Shears from later Roman and other time periods are made from a single piece.
The Roman shears can be seen in Figure 5. The three piece shear has both blades
attached to the spring with rivets. The two piece shear has one blade metallurgically
attached to the spring, and the other riveted. Despite the fundamental difference between
the two Roman objects, there are similarities. In each case, although the blades are
different, the spring material is roughly the same. Both shears also show evidence of
working, and have similar slag compositions.
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Figure 5: Photographs of the two Roman shears studied. Image a is shear 910. I75.89
and is a three piece shear. Image b is shear 910.175.487 and is a two piece shear.
The blades of the two shears are slightly different. which may arise from the fact
that we are considering a two piece shear versus a three piece shear. Sample 910.175.89
is a three piece shear seen above in Figure 5a. TIle sample removed from its blade had a
microstructure composed of spheroidized carbides in a ferrite matrix. as seen in Figure 6.
TIlis structure would indicate extensive heat treating of a near pearlitic steel. resulting in
a softer structure. hut retaining good wear resistance.
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Figure 6: Blade sample from shear 910.175.89 showing spheroidized carbides in a
ferrite matrix.
Shear 910.175.487 is a two piece shear seen in Figure 5b above. The blade
sample has a slightly more complex microstructure than the other shear, seen in Figure 7.
It is predominately ferrite with pockets of martensite, and also has included carbides and
precipitates. The precipitates in this sample tend to be large, on the order of 30 Jlm. It
was confirmed through microprobe analysis that these precipitates are carbonitrides: such
precipitates are associated witll quench aging (Shugar and Notis 2003). However. as can
be seen from the microstructure. the overall carbon content of this piece is quite low.
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Figure 7: Blade sample of shear 910.175.487 showing a ferrite matrix with martensite
pockets and large carbonitride precipitates.
The spring samples from the two shears are similar. The spring of 91 0.175.89
shmvs a mix of coarse and fine grained ferrite with pockets of small spheroidized
pearlite. This structure can be seen in Figure 8. There are also fine carbonitride
precipitates like those mentioned above. seen in the ferrite. The enlarged view of these
precipitates is shO\lt'TI in Figure 9. The spring sample of 91 0.175.487 also shows a
predominately ferritic matrix \\';th small martensite pockets. Again. precipitates are
found in the ferrite. This can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 7: Blade sample of shear 910.175.487 showing a ferrite matrix with martensite
pockets and large carbonitride precipitates.
The spring samples from the two shears are similar. The spring of910.175.89
shows a mix of coarse and fine grained ferrite with pockets of small spheroidized
pearlite. This structure can be seen in Figure 8. There are also fine carbonitride
precipitates like those mentioned above, seen in the ferrite. The enlarged view of these
precipitates is shown in Figure 9. The spring sample of 91 0.175.487 also shows a
predominately ferritic matrix with small martensite pockets. Again, precipitates are
found in the ferrite. This can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 8: Spring sample of shear 910.175.89 showing a mostly ferritic structure with
small pockets of pearlite.
Figure 9: Enlarged ferrite from sample 910.175.89. sho\\ing the carbonitride
precipitates \\ithin the grains. seen in polarized light.
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t, \
Figure 8: Spring sample of shear 910.175.89 showing a mostly ferritic structure with
small pockets of pearlite.
Figure 9: Enlarged ferrite from sample 910.175.89, showing the carbonitride
precipitates within the grains, seen in polarized light.
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Figure 10: Spring sample from shear 910.175.487 showing a predominately ferrite
matrix with small pockets of martensite and carbonitride precipitates.
The slag in both shears, seen in Figure II, is a two phase wustite (FeD) and
fayalite (iron silicate) slag with traces of Ca and P, verified by EDS. The spring regions
of the shears have a higher volume fraction of slag.
Figure 11: Slag sample from shear 910.175.89 sho\\ing a characteristic two phase slag
inclusion.
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Figure 10: Spring sample from shear 910.175.487 showing a predominately ferrite
matrix with small pockets of martensite and carbonitride precipitates.
The slag in both shears, seen in Figure 11, is a two phase wustite (FeO) and
fayalite (iron silicate) slag with traces of Ca and P, verified by EDS. The spring regions
of the shears have a higher volume fraction of slag.
5 !-lIn
Figure 11: Slag sample from shear 910.175.89 showing a characteristic two phase slag
inclusion.
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Both shears show evidence of defonnation. The slag stringers in shear
910.175.89 are all elongated in the same direction. The slag in 910.175.487 is also
elongated. In addition, some of the precipitates in the microstructure are defonned and
show signs of bending.
Viking Shear
A macro image of the Viking shear can be seen in Figure 12. Table A-II in
Appendix A gives an overview of the samples removed from the Viking shear and
summarizes the metallographic observations made on the object. In general, this shear
shows a ferritic and pearlitic structure with no evidence of martensite or quench
hardening. However, different areas of the shear show slightly different morphologies
and volume fractions. Both the mid- region and the blade sample show a gradient in
structure supporting the visual examination as evidence for a weld. The spring sample
shows heavily spheroidized pearlite (discussed below), indicative of a long heat
treatment. This collection also shows two phase oxide and silicate slag.
5cm
Figure 12: Photograph of the Viking shear.
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Both shears show evidence of deformation. The slag stringers in shear
910.175.89 are all elongated in the same direction. The slag in 910.175.487 is also
elongated. In addition. some of the precipitates in the microstructure are deformed and
show signs of bending.
Viking Shear
A macro image of the Viking shear can be seen in Figure 12. Table A-II in
Appendix A gives an overview of the samples removed from the Viking shear and
summarizes the metallographic observations made on the object. In generaL this shear
shows a ferritic and pearlitic structure with no evidence of mmiensite or quench
hardening. However. different areas of the shear show slightly di fferent morphologies
and volume fractions. Both the mid- region and the blade sample show a gradient in
structure supporting the visual examination as evidence Jar a weld. The spring sample
shows heavily spheroidized pearlite (discussed below). indicative of a long heat
treatment. This collection also shows two phase oxide and silicate slag.
Scm
Figure 12: Photograph of the Viking shear.
Both the tip and blade samples were mounted (looking into the shear) and show
two distinct regions of structure. The tip sample is seen in Figure 13. The lower edge
shows a mostly pearlitic structure, while the interior shows a predominately ferritic
structure with small amounts of pearlite at the grain boundaries and triple points.
Figure 13: Tip sample from the Viking blade showing the graded structure. Etched in
4% Picral, seen in unpolarized light.
As seen in Figure 14a. the edge structure has coarse pearlite lamellae indicative of
a slow cool. Intermixed with the pearlite are ferrite allotriomorphs. This structure
nucleated on prior austenite grain boundaries and appears faceted because of incoherent
or semicoherent interfaces (Porter and Easterling 1992.317-322). Allotriomorphs are the
rcsult of a small undercooling below the austenite transition temperature and a slow
coolin~ rate. Both of these structures are consistent \\ith an air cool after for~in~ the
~ ~ ~
plcce.
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Both the tip and blade samples were mounted (looking into the sheaf) and show
two distinct regions of structure. The tip sample is seen in Figure 13. The lower edge
shows a mostly pearlitic structure, while the interior shows a predominately ferritic
structure with small amounts of pearlite at the grain boundaries and triple points.
Figure 13: Tip sample from the Viking blade showing the graded structure. Etched in
4% Picral, seen in unpolarized light.
As seen in Figure l4a, the edge structure has coarse pearlite lamellae indicative of
a slow cool. Intermixed with the pearlite are ferrite allotriomorphs. This structure
nucleated on prior austenite grain boundaries and appears faceted because of incoherent
or semicoherent interfaces (Porter and Easterling 1992. 317-322). Allotriomorphs are the
result of a small undercooling below the austenite transition temperature and a slow
cooling rate. Both of these structures are consistent \vith an air cool after forging the
piece.
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Figure 14: a) SEM secondary electron micrograph taken at 15 kV showing the coarse
pearlite and ferrite allotriomorph structure from the edge of the tip sample. b) SEM
secondary electron micrograph taken at 15 kV showing the mostly ferrite structure
present in the center of the tip sanlple.
The blade sample gives a better idea of the true structure than the tip. because a
larger. less corroded sample was removed. Figure 15 shows the same mix of large
pearlite and ferrite allotriomorphs as seen in the tip sample.
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Figure 15: Blade sample from the Viking shear showing coarse pearlite and ferrite
allotriomorphs. Etched in 4% Picral, seen in unpolarized light.
In addition, the blade sample also provides valuable information about the
welding of the piece. In Figure 16 there appear to be two very different structures which
are spatially separated. Although there is not a distinct weld line, based on visual
examination of the piece, it is reasonable to conclude that a weld was present. Long term
heat treatment of the shear may have aided diffusion, blending the weld line. One can
also clearly see that the slag and oxide stringers are aligned between the two regions.
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Figure 16: Viking Blade sample demonstrating the structure gradient. Note also that the
slag particles are aligned between the two phases. Etched in 4% Picral, seen in
unpolarized light.
The sample removed from the mid- region of the shear also shows a gradient in
structure supportive of a weld (FIG 17). This sample was removed from the region of the
shear where the suspected weld was located. but again only a gradient is seen. rather than
a distinct weld line.
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! 6: Viking Blade sample demonstrating the structure gradient. Note also that the
particles are aligned between the two phases. Etched in 4% Picra!' seen in
unpolanzed light.
The sample removed from the mid- region of the shear also shO\vs a gradient in
structure suppoliive of a weld (FIG 17). This sarnpilc Vias removed from the region of the
shear where the suspected weld was located. but again only a gradient is seen. rather than
a distinct \\eld line.
_~)n
Figure 17: Mid- region sample from the Viking Shear showing a structure gradient.
Etched in 4% Picral, seen in unpolarized light.
The mid-region sample was mounted looking down into the shear so that the top edge
pictured above corresponds to the back of the shear, and the bottom to the front; the shear
continues in the horizontal direction. Therefore, this piece shows a structure gradient in
the san1e way that the blade sample did, but the actual structure is slightly different.
Note. that the slag stringers are again aligned were the phase regions shift. The upper
edge is almost entirely pearlitic. similar to parts of the blade samplc (FIG 18a). The
structure shows a transition along the dO\\l1ward direction with eycr increasing ferritc
concentration (FIG 18 b & c).
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Figure 17: Mid- region sample from the Viking Shear showing a structure gradient.
Etched in 4% PicraL seen in unpolarized light.
The mid-region sample was mounted looking down into the shear so that the top edge
pictured above corresponds to the back of the shear. and the bottom to the front: the shear
continues in the horizontal direction. Therefore. this piece shows a structure gradient in
the same \va) that the blade sample did. but the actual structure is slightly different.
Note. that the slag stringers are again aligned were the phase regions shift. The upper
edge is almost entirely pearlitic. similar to parts of the blade sample (FIG 18a). The
structure shows a transition along the dowl1\vard direction with ever increasing ferrite
concentration (FlG 18 h & c).
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Figure 18: Various structures along the gradient of the mid- region sample of the Viking
shear. All images are etched in 4% Picral, seen in unpolarized light.
Microhardness measurements also show a decrease in the carbon content
correlating with the structure gradient. Table II shows these measurements. Results arc
generally consistent along the length of the shear. The locations of the actual
measurements are documented in Figure 19.
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Table II: Hardness values from the mid- region sample.
Indent # HV HRA
1 165 52.3
2 155 50.4
3 176 54.0
4 152 49.8
5 184 55.1
6 217 59.0
7 228 60.2
8 222 59.5
Figure 19: Micrograph of the mid- region sample showing Vicker's indents across the
suspected "weld" to detennine hardness. The first and last indents have been nwnbered
to correspond to the rcsults in Table II. Seen in un-polarized light, etched in Marshall's
reagent.
Uniquely. in the mid-region and blade san1ples of the shear. halo ferrite is present
in large amounts as can be seen in Figure 20. Halo ferrite fom1s as a result of a heat
~ ~
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treatment in the two phase ferrite + austenite region (Schrader and Rose 1966, 51). The
outer ring of ferrite precipitates from austenite on the pre-existing ferrite because of the
lower energy needed for nucleation. A slight difference in orientation is observed upon
etching, making the structure visible. The pearlite pockets form as carbon is pushed into
the remaining austenite and the sample reaches the pearlite composition and reaction
temperature.
Figure 20: Halo Ferrite from the mid-region sample of the Viking shear. Etched with
Sodium meta Bisulfate. seen in unpolarized light.
Quantitative image analysis was perfomlcd on thc halo ferrite structure to
detennine a processing temperature as outlined in the experimental procedure. Based on
an average measured pearlite volume fraction of 35% from five areas. it was detemlined
that the composition of the shears is approximately 0.28 \\1'/0 C. After digitally
modit~'ing the images to two color images. seen in Figure 21. it was detennined that the
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sample would have been on average 70% austenite. Using the lever rule, the phase
diagram in Figure 22, and the sample's approximate carbon composition, it was
determined that the shear's processing temperature was nearly 77S°C.
Figure 21: Two color image of the Viking mid- region sample used for determining the
processing temperature. The dark areas correspond to the sum of pearlite and halo ferrite,
which would have both been austenite prior to transformation. The white area
corresponds to preexisting ferrite.
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Figure 22: Fe-C phase diagram used to detennine the shear's processing
temperature.
The sample removed from the spring of the Viking shear is different from the
other sections in that no in structure gradient observed. TIlis sample is composed entirely
of partially spheroidized pearlite as seen in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Spheroidized pearlite in the spring region of the Viking shear. Etched with
4% Picral and shown in unpolarized light.
The degree of spheroidization is very advanced as can be seen from the spherical carbides
in the SEM image in Figure 24. This indicates that the sample was heat treated for an
extended time. resulting in a decreased hardness of the material (Dey 1984). Also, it is
interesting to note that the volume of slag inclusions in this region is much lower than in
the other areas of the shear. The size of these slag inclusions is also much smaller.
Figure 24: SEM micrograph showing fully and partially spheroidized pearlite lamellae.
Overall, the slag observed in the Viking shear is a two phase slag of varying sizes.
As seen in the mid-region sample above (FIG 17), some stringers are quite large and
occupy a large volume fraction of the shear. SEM analysis confimls the composition of
the slag a wustite in a fayalite and glass matrix (FIG 25). The lighter colored rounded
particles and dendrites are the iron rich wustite. The lighter gray silicate matrix is rich in
calciunl and potassium, aluminum. and phosphorus. documented in the EDS area scan
seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 25: SEM micrograph taken in back scatter mode showing a two phase slag from
the mid region of the shear.
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Figure 26: EDS arca scan shO\\ing the composition characteristic of slag from the
Viking shcar.
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Medieval Shears
The Table A-III in Appendix A summarizes all of the Medieval shear samples and
the microstructures present in each. Three of the five shears are visible in Figure 27
below. In general, the shears tend to follow a trend of martensitic blades and ferritic
springs, seen in Figure 28. This indicates that Medieval smiths understood quench
hardening. There is also evidence for significant cold working in the ferritic spring
region of these shears (discussed below). These shears were produced using the
bloomery process, and thus contain many slag inclusions. A finding unique to this
collection is the use of forge welding to combine the two types of iron, which is seen
more distinctly here than in any other collection,
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Figure 27: Photograph ofthrcc ofthc fi\"c f'vfcdicval shears.
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Figure 28: Example martensitic and ferritic microstructures from the Medieval shears.
Samples from the spring regions of each of the shears consist mostly of ferrite.
This ferrite appears to be of relatively good quality with only small slag stringers present.
Sample MIl from shear 364 is an excellent representation of this trend. and can be seen
in Figure 29. Also in the figure are "slip" lines within the ferrite grains that indicate cold
working during production. Because this sample was removed from the spring of the
shear. this cold working may be from the extensivc shaping rcquired of the handlc. In
addition. the grains are heavily elongated and defonlled. indicating extensive working.
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Figure 29: Sample MIl showing defonnation within the mostly ferritic structure of
shear 364. The ferrite is characteristic of the spring samples, and the defonnation lines
within the grains which substantiate cold working as part of the fabrication process.
Etched with 2% Nital unpolarized light.
Some samples taken from the region of the shear between the blade and the spring
show a mix of ferrite and bainite. Sample MIS from shear 325 shows a representative
microstructure and can be seen in Figure 30. Bainite f0n11S from a slow or incomplete
quench. so the presence of bainite in sewral samples indicates that the smiths did not
have total control of the cooling or quenching of the iron.
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Figure 29: Sample MIl showing defonnation within the mostly ferritic structure of
shear 364. The ferrite is characteristic of the spring samples. and the defonnation lines
within the grains which substantiate cold working as part of the fabrication process.
Etched with 2% Nital unpolarized light.
Some samples taken from the region of the shear between the blade and the spring
show a mix of ferrite and bainite. Sample M IS from shear 325 shows a representative
microstructure and can be seen in Figure 30. Bainite fonns from a slow or incomplete
quench. so the presence of bainite in several samples indicates that the smiths did not
have total control of the cooling or quenching of the iron.
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Figure 30: Characteristic microstructure of ferrite and bainite from sample M15 shear
325. Etched in 4% Picral, unpolarized light.
The slag in these samples is generally two phase with great variations in size. The
slag particles are seen throughout the samples and especially at the forge weld lines.
Figure 31 shows an example of the extreme difference in the size of two phase slag; note
the difference in magnification between the two images.
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Figure 31: Two phase oxide and silicate slag from sample M19. shear 359. Both show
two phase slag. although on dranlatically ditTerent length scales. a) LOM image etched in
4% Picral. unpolarizcd light. b) Secondary electron SEM image.
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The slag in these samples is a two phase iron oxide and silicate with other
impurities (AI, Ca, K, Mn) present. The results for the fayalite matrix region can be seen
in the EDS area scan in Figure 32. The slag also tends to be elongated in the working
direction of the material. Slag is detrimental to the performance of iron because it serves
as a stress concentrator and likely failure initiation site. As detrimental as it is, slag may
have been advantageous when pieces were forge welded. Because forge welding requires
such high temperatures, oxidation of the iron is inevitable. With its lower melting
temperature, slag can actually help prevent oxidation (Rostoker and Bronson 1990,85).
The low melting temperature slag will soften upon heating, ooze out, and wet the surface
of the iron. Because the silicate slag acts as a flux, it dissolves the surface oxides and
prevents further oxide growth, resulting in a cleaner forge weld.
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Figure 32: EDS scan corresponding to the fayalite region of the slag particle seen in
Figure 3Ib.
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Samples from the blades of the shears tend to be forge welded martensite and
ferrite, with a relatively clear boundary between the two phases. An example of a forge
weld from sample MI9 can be seen in Figure 33. These welds are very distinct with a
relief line often separating the phases. As seen in the SEM image in Figure 34, particles
at the weld interface can be either single phase oxides, or small scale two phase slag
particles. Oxide particles remain trapped at the interface once fusion has occurred.
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Figure 33: Shear M 19 showing a distinct weld line characteristic of this collection. The
phosphorus rich ferrite is on top. above the weld line. and the martensite is on the bottom
of the image. Note the oxide and slag particles at the weld interface. Etched in 4%
Picral. shO\m in unpolarized light.
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Samples from the blades of the shears tend to be forge welded martensite add
ferrite, with a relatively clear boundary between the two phases. An example of a forge
weld from sample M19 can be seen in Figure 33. These welds are very distinct with a
relief line often separating the phases. As seen in the SEM image in Figure 34, particles
at the weld interface can be either single phase oxides, or small scale two phase slag
particles. Oxide particles remain trapped at the interface once fusion has occurred.
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Figure 33: Shear M19 showing a distinct weld line characteristic of this collection. The
phosphorus rich ferrite is on top, above the weld line, and the martensite is on the bottom
of the image. Note the oxide and slag particles at the weld interface. Etched in 4%
PicraL shown in unpoJarized light.
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Figure 34: SEM micrograph of the weld interface on sample M19 showing single phase
oxides (on the left) and two phase slag particles (on the right). The microstructure is
ferrite to the left and martensite to the right.
Chinese Shears
A summary of all of the Chinese shear samples and their microstructural features
is presented in Appendix A, Table A-IV. An example of two of the shears can be seen in
Figure 35. There are several general observations that can be made of this collection.
The general structure seen is one of mixed ferrite and pearlite with various volume
fractions and grain sizes. In one of the later sanlples (23 I) there is evidence of quench
hardening represented by martensite. We see evidence for both the bloomery and the
decarburization process for the production of iron. In the bloomery samples there is
significant evidence of cold working.
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Figure 35: Photograph of two of the Chinese shears shown as an example.
The earlier shears (from 600-900 CE) show a mixed pearlite and ferrite structure.
An example of this structure can be seen in Figure 36. Note that these samples also
contain large slag inclusions. There is a small pearlite volume fraction, indicating a
relatively low carbon content.
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Figure 36: Pearlite and ferrite microstructure with imbedded slag inclusions. typical of
the Chinese shears. TIlis image was etched in 4% Picra!' unpolarized light. from sanlple
92.5.2.5.4.
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In one of the later shears (1100 CE), number 231, there is martensite present.
This sample consists of a ferritic core, with martensite present at the edges. Figure 37
shows the martensite at the edge of the sample. This indicates carburization, whether
intentional or not. In addition, the presence of martensite indicates the use of quench
hardening. Since we do not know the sample's location on the shear, it is difficult to
discern whether this was used intentionally as an advanced processing technique.
Figure 37: Martensite present at the surface, and leading into a ferritic core in sample
231. The structure is indicative of carburization and quench hardening. Sample etched
\\';th 4% Picral. shO\m in unpolarized light.
Sample 706 is also unique in its microstructure. There are no slag inclusions
present in this sample. seen in Figure 38. TIle lack of sbg indicates that this shear was
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produced by the decarburization of cast iron, rather than by the bloomery process
(Wagner 1993). This is unique since it is the only sample recorded in this study produced
by such a method. Note also that the pearlite volume fraction is much higher, translating
to a higher carbon content. Higher carbon contents would be expected from this
production process.
Figure 38: Sample 706 showing a pearlite and ferrite structure devoid of slag inclusions.
indicative of the decarburization of cast iron. Etched in 4% Picral. shown in unpolarized
light.
All samples. with the exception of 706. ha\"c slag particlcs containcd within. TIle
prcsence of these particles indic.ates that these shears wcre produced with the bloomcry
process. TI1C inclusions tcnd to bc a two phase. scen in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Two phase slag imbedded in sample 2087 viewed in unpolarized light.
Area scan EDS analysis was conducted on the two phase slags to verify the matrix
composition; this analysis can be seen in Figure 40. From visual inspection, and
compositional analysis, it is clear that these are wustite slags embedded in a fayalite
matrix. It is interesting to note that sulfur is the only impurity present. which is very
different from the European slags. Sulfur may be residual from the local ore used.
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Figure 39: Two phase slag imbedded in sample 2087 viewed in unpolarized light.
Area scan EDS analysis was conducted on the two phase slags to verify the matrix
composition; this analysis can be seen in Figure 40. From visual inspection. and
compositional analysis, it is clear that these are wustite slags embedded in a fayalite
matrix. It is interesting to note that sulfur is the only impurity present, which is very
different from the European slags. Sulfur may be residual from the local ore used.
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Figure 40: EDS analysis of the matrix region of a two phase Chinese slag confirming its
identity as wustite embedded in a silicate matrix.
As can be seen in Figure 41, these slags also tend to be elongated, showing the direction
of elongation and indicate working of the material.
Figure 41: Elongated slag inclusions from sample 122.
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There is significant evidence for cold working found in these samples. In addition
to the elongated stringers shown in Figure 41, there are also banding lines and Neumann
bands present. Figure 42 shows an example of banding lines in sample 122. These are
probably due to slight variations in the iron composition, which highlight the working
direction when etched.
20Jlm I' j'> i.....
Figure 42: Banding lines due to deformation in shear 122. Sample etched in 2% Nita!.
shown in unpolarized light.
Figure 43 shows an example of Neumann bands from san1ple 118. Both 122 and 118
were removed from the tip of the shears. The cold working may be a remnant of the
finishing process or an attempt to harden the blade of the shear. Other samples do not
reveal such structures.
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There is significant evidence for cold working found in these samples. In addition
to the elongated stringers shown in Figure 41, there are also banding lines and Neumann
bands present. Figure 42 shows an example of banding lines in sample 122. These are
probably due to slight variations in the iron composition, which highlight the working
direction when etched.
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Figure 42: Banding lines due to deformation in shear 122. Sample etched in 2% Nita!.
shown in unpolarized light.
Figure 43 shows an example of Neumann bands from sample 118. Both 122 and 118
\vere removed from the tip of the shears. The cold v'lorking may be a remnant of the
finishing process or an attempt to harden the blade of the shear. Other samples do not
reveal such structures.
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Figure 43: Neumann bands indicate cold working in shear 118. Sample etched in 2%
Nital, shovm in unpolarized light.
Comparison of Shear Technologies
By observing many collections of shears we see that they often break or crack at
the back of the spring. The authors observed large Roman holdings in which several
pieces showed substantial cracking. One such example, from the Petrie collection, is
seen below in Figure 44 (Petrie 1917). In addition, several of the medieval shears were
also cracked in the spring region.
Figure 44: Shear fTOm the Petrie colIection showing cracking along the outer edge of the
spnng.
In order to fully understand this phenomenon. Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
was used to view the stress loading of the spring during closure. Results showed that the
loading of Roman "U" shaped shears had a ma.ximum tensile stress located on the outside
edge of the spring. One of these maps can be seen in Figure 45. TIle inner surface has a
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corresponding maximum compressive stress. The stress distribution is problematic
because crack initiation and propagation is aided by tensile stresses. Therefore, it is easy
to understand why ancient smiths would have concentrated on spring design. Although,
their decisions would have been entirely empirical, it is easy to understand them in
modern tenus. It was clearly necessary to have a sufficiently ductile material that would
hinder crack propagation.
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Figure 45: FEM map of the loading of a Roman shear showing a maximum stress on the
spring's outside edge.
TI1e earliest shear. from Qumran. is a bimetal shear with iron blades and a bronze
spring. Understanding the loading restrictions in present tenns. this appears to be an
excellent solution. Because iron was produced by solid state processing. it was difiicult
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to produce good quality iron without inclusions that could withstand the repeated cyclic
stresses without failing. Bronze, which ancient smiths could cast, work, and anneal,
could have been produced without inclusions. During the Roman period we see the
transition from bimetal to fully iron shears.
If one considers the material selection associated with springs, iron is clearly the
better material. Selection criteria for springs are generally based on maximizing the
amount of energy stored per unit volume (Ashby 1999). However, a shear's spring does
not quite fit this definition since the energy it stores is not used to perfonn the work done.
Therefore, it is more applicable to consider an elastic hinge, which still qualifies as a
spring. The criterion for selecting an elastic hinge is based on minimizing the radius of
curvature to prevent failure. Therefore the material choice is based on maximizing the
selection index, M =~. Considering the Ashby selection plot of strength versus
Young's Modulus, seen below in Figure 46, spring steel is an order of magnitude higher
that bronze. Iron as a material, inherently perfonns better, and once processed correctly
would have resulted in more efficient shears. Shears today are still processed from
carbon steel. as are most springs, which tend to be simple carbon manganese steels.
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Figure 46: Ashby plot of cr on E used for the design of springs.
One can also consider a type of ideal shear which would have a soft and ductile
spring to withstand cyclic loading. and a hard and durable blade for cutting. When using
iron for shears. these two properties can be achieved with a combination of ferrite for the
spring and martensite for the blade. Smiths developed a strong working knowledge of
iron tcchnology. TIlev understood that when ccrtain (low carbon) iron was coolcd
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slowly, it produced a soft and ductile phase. This slow cool would likely be in air but
could be in another porous media such as sand. Today, metallurgists identify this iron as
ferritic or as a ferrite plus pearlite structure, and recognize the same properties as ancient
smiths. As an equilibrium structure, the carbon in ferrite is fully dissolved in the matrix
(0.02% max). This uniformly low carbon content gives ferrite its moderate strength,
excellent toughness, and good flexibility. When overloaded, it plastically deforms rather
than fracturing, and can withstand large amounts of deformation. It is the ideal material
for the back of the shear, where most stress is applied for closure, and would allow for
substantial flexion.
A rapid cool, or quench, in an in iron with higher carbon in solution, produces a
harder and more brittle material. This is typically obtained by rapidly immersing the
sample in water after removing it from heat. Today this phase is now understood to be
martensite. It is hard and brittle due to the carbon trapped within the transformed crystal
structure. The resulting iron maintains sharpness longer because of its hardness and can
be re-sharpened when necessary. However, martensite sacrifices ductility for its strength.
Although it has high strength, when overloaded it is more likely to fracture than
plastically deform. Because of its hardness and good wear resistance. it is the ideal
candidate for the blade of the shears. But because of its lack of flexibility. it is very
unsuitable for the spring.
To combine the properties of these two types of iron. smiths originally forged
multiple piece shears. Based on our research. there was a gradual evolution in
technology from mechanically joincd to mctallurgically joined shcars. The two Roman
shcars studied in this research were thrce or a two pieces. In the three piece shear. the
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blades were both attached to a separate spring with rivets. In the two piece shear, one
blade was forged to a spring and the other blade was riveted. Mechanical bonds are
prone to loosening, causing the blades to wobble. This would dramatically decrease the
efficiency of the shear. The Viking and the Medieval shears were all single piece shears
formed with metallurgical bonds. We also know of single piece Roman shears, although
none were examined here. Roman shears from the Petrie collection show evidence of
early lap welding (Petrie 1917). Metallurgical bonds have the advantage of remaining
stiff. Single piece objects are harder to manufacture, but also represent advancement in
conceptual design and improvement in technology.
Neither of the Roman springs shows a fully ferritic structure. One contains small
pockets of pearlite and the other martensite, indicating a higher than desirable carbon
content. There are also large stringers present in the Roman material serving as excellent
failure initiation sites. The fact that martensite was present indicates that the smiths did
not fully understand the influence of cooling rate. Carbonitride precipitates are indicative
of quench aging and remnants of heat treating. The Roman smiths may have been aging
their shears in an effort to soften the spring and increase flexibility.
TIle spring of the Viking shear also shows evidence for heat treatment. The
structure here is predominately pearlitic. which is relatively ductile, but not as good as
ferrite. One way to increase the flexibility of pearlite. and decrease the strength. is to
spheroidize the structure with an extended heat treatment (Dey 1984). TIle hardness of
the material decreases approximately 10% within the first ten hours and another 10%
after that. TIlis would have increased the spring's ductility and greatly decreased the
chance of failure. In addition. there was far less slag present in the Viking spring than in
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either Roman sample. The slag that was present tended to be small spherical particles
rather than large extended stringers.
The optimum blade would consist of a completely martensitic structure. Both
Roman blades show predominately ferritic structures with spheroidized carbides in one,
and small pockets of martensite and carbonitrides in the other. Both of these structures
show evidence of heat treatment. Because these structures formed carbide precipitates,
indicating a higher carbon content, they would have been harder and maintained a better
sharpness than ferrite alone, but are still far from an ideal blade material. Evidence of
martensite indicates a knowledge of quench hardening. Although, from the mixed
microstructures, it is clear that these Romans smiths did not have complete processing
control.
The Viking blade shows a more uniform structure, but also lacks martensite. The
large volume fraction of pearlite indicates a high carbon content, which would have
produced a harder material. However, this appears to be an air cooled structure, which
would verify that Vikings did not have quench hardening technology to make better use
of their high carbon material. The Viking blade does show evidence for forge welding,
having a high carbon area and a lower carbon area. Although the weld is indistinct, this
combination would easily allow for a harder. high carbon material at the blade. and a
morc flexible. lower carbon material at the back.
The Medieval shears are unique in that we see distinct forge welds used to
combine high and low carbon steel. lllere is also martensite at the blade of these shears
indicating the use of quench hardening. The use of forge welding allowed for fully
ferritic low carbon springs. and durable high carbon blades. In addition. the quality of
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the iron is much better. Although slag is present, the stringers tend to be broken up and
much smaller in number, indicating improved processing control.
The Chinese collection also shows some evidence for quench hardening. One
sample from an unknown location on the shear shows the presence of martensite.
Because of its unknown location, it is not possible to tell if the martensite was produced
intentionally to advance the design of the shear. The overall Chinese structure seems to
be a high carbon pearlite and ferrite, closer to the Viking structure.
During the Roman period, we also see a shape transition. Blades are originally
produced in an open "U" shape, and then later modified into a pinched "C" shape. Figure
47 shows two Roman shears, one of each design type. It is suspected that this may be
another way to decrease the loading on the spring, although finite element analysis has
not been conducted. The pinched in "C" shape is carried forward in the Viking and
Medieval collections. This is the same shape we see in modern day shears.
5cm
5cm
Figure 47: Two shape designs of Roman shears.
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The Chinese smiths had an entirely different design shape. Their shears were
shaped in a "figure- 8" as can be seen in Figure 48. Finite Element Modeling has
determined that this design places a maximum stress on the outer edge that is
compressive rather than tensile. This can be seen in Figure 49. Compressive stresses
will hinder crack propagation, making these shears less likely to fail.
Figure 48: Chinese shears showing a "figure- 8" shape, very different from the European
designs.
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Figure 49: FEM maps of the Chinese shear showing compressive stresses along the
outer edge.
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The other major difference between Chinese and European shears is the
difference in processing. The iron for the European shears was all produced using the
bloomery process, evidenced by the included slag particles. Many of the Chinese shears
were also produced this way. However, one of the Chinese shears displayed a
microstructure that was completely slag free. This indicates that this iron was produced
by decarburizing cast iron. This would have resulted in a cleaner material with a smaller
volume fraction of inclusions. With fewer inclusions, the material would have been less
likely to fail. In addition, the material is much more uniform in its carbon content and
structure.
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Conclusions and Future Work
This research has sought to develop an evolution in shear fabrication technology
and design. Throughout history, there are several major developments which are
highlighted by this study. The first is the transition from bronze to iron for fabrication.
Although in the context of modern material science we can understand why iron is
superior, ancient smiths relied on empirical evidence and testing.
In addition, this research demonstrates the use of two different iron production
processes. Roman, Viking, and Medieval iron contains large slag stringers as a defect of
processing from bloomery production. These stingers serve as stress concentrators in the
iron, lowering the overall performance. Some Chinese shears show evidence for the
decarburization of cast iron. This process results in a slag- free material devoid of stress
concentrators.
Within the Roman era we see an evolution in the shape of shears from a simple
"U" to a pinched in "C" in an effort to decrease the load on the back of the shcar and thus
reduce the failure rate. Finite Element modeling has yet to be conducted to confirm this.
With the Chinesc collection. an entirely different shape is used which results in a more
favorable stress distribution. also decreasing the incidence of failure.
Evolving through the European sequence we see the transition from multiple
piece. mechanically joined. to single piece. metallurgically joined shears. ll1cse
mctallurgical bonds were produced using forge welding. and allowcd smiths to placc
optimal materials in the correct locations on the shears. Although not directly studied in
this work. images of shears from the Pctric collection also indicate that some Roman
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shears were single piece, and the lap weld in these pieces appears to have failed over
time. The earliest welding is seen microstructurally in the Viking shears. This forge
weld was a bond of high carbon to low carbon iron. Quench hardening was not used in
this shear. The Medieval blades show distinct forge welding with martensite and ferrite
present in the blades and spring, respectively. This more advanced fonn also uses quench
hardening to produce a superior material.
From this study is clear that although the blades of shears were important, much
more emphasis has been placed on the spring throughout time. Fabrication technology
has evolved based on the need for efficient and durable springs to withstand the cyclic
stress of repeated use.
This thesis has also sought to demonstrate the applicability of materials science
techniques to archaeological artifacts. Although there are inherent difficulties in working
with archaeological material, much can be learned by the application of non-traditional
methods. One direct example of this is the use of quantitative image analysis to
detennine an object's processing temperature. Using modem day science, many of the
ancient smiths' empirical decisions can be confinned and better understood.
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Appendix A
Table A·I: Summary of the Roman shears and microstructural observations.
Sample # # of Pieces Observations
910.175.89 3 Blade
• Ferrite matrix
• Spheroidized carbides
Spring
• Extended slag stringers
• Two phase wustite and silicate slag
• Heavy Corrosion
• Mixed coarse and fine grained ferrite
• Spheroidized pearlite
• Precipitates within ferrite
910.175.487 2 Blade
• Extensive corrosion
• Ferrite with pockets of martensite
• Carbides and precipitates in ferrite
Spring
• Two phase wustite and silicate slag
• Ferrite matrix with small martensite
pockets
• Precipitates within the ferrite
• Bent precipitates from working
Table A-II: Summary of microstructures of the samples removed from the Viking shear.
Sample Observations
Tip • Allotriomorph ferrite
• Coarse pearlite
• Elongated slag stringers
• Two phase wustite and silicate slag
• Transitioning Structure
Blade • Fine pearlite
• Ferrite with small pockets of pearlite at
triple points
• Halo ferrite
• Allotriomorph ferrite
• Two phase wustite and silicate slag
• Transitioned structure
Mid • Fine pearlite
• Ferrite with small pockets of pearlite at
triple points
• Halo ferrite
• Larce elongated two phase slag stringers
Spring • Mixed ferrite and pearlite
I• FullY and partiallY spheroidiled pearlite
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Tuble A-III: Summary table of the Medieval shears. Symbols for phases: F= Ferrite, B=Bainite, M=Martensite.
Catalogue I I I Cut
No Dig Site Number Number Type of Cut I Location on Shear Observations
364 I SWA8! I M! S2 wedge I eutting edge of blade M & F, no strong weldline
--J
0\
SI 33 343536 S7 S8 $10
~2i3: ~9::::J
SI2 SII
~~~<=~
,.,--~
~~<C ~ U
~I
c;l n;;~ r
.~ :,1 "';:1
....-::- -- -- ----~.-:::::-::'!~5:'::-~~~~-c::__cf'J;
oJ.
313
320
325
359
Swan Lane
BIG82
Billingsgate
Lorry Park
TL74
Triggs Lane
BC 72
Baynard's
Castle Dock
1'1.74
Triggs Lane
M2
M4
M5
M6
M8
M9
MIO
MIl
MI2
M13
M20
M21
MI6
MI7
M22
MI4
MI5
MI8
MI9
S3
S7
S8
S9
S5
S4
56
SIO
SI2
SJI
SI
S2
S2
SI
SI
S2
53
S2
SI
wedge
perpendicular
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
cross
vertical
vertical
wedge
wedge
vertical
vertical
wcdge
wedge
wedge
vertical
vcrtical
baek of same blade ad
M!
straight portion of
handle
same as M4
along handle
through blade near
handle
through center of blade
through blade and
handle at interface
handle loop
back of blade 2
cutting edge of blade 2
back of blade
cutting edge of blade
back ofbladc
cutting edge of blade
front of cutting edge
back of blade
back of cutting edge
baek blade
cutting edge of blade
M& F, clear weld line
F& B. lots of inclusions
F& B, lots of inclusions
F
M& F, clear weld line
M&F
F.M,&B
F with inclusions
F & M, lots of inclusions
M&F
F & M. less clear weld
line
M & F weld line
M& F, clear weld line.
very uniform
M& F. no strong weld
line
B&F
all M
B & F more F than M22
mostly F
F&M
Table A-IV: Observations of Chinese Shears
Sample # Provenance Observations References and Notes about the sample
706 Zhengzhou, Henan, ePartially corroded ferrite eThis is the only piece with some microstructure
DongShiMa city egrain boundary corrosion published in ZhongYuanWenWu, 1983 special
Dong (eastl Han eVery uniform pearlite volume on research thesis of Henan archaeology
(25-22OCE) eNOSLAG institution, P239-24I
967.246.3 Later Han- Blade e13" long
3 Kingdoms eCracking Along prior Austenite grain e[ROM](400 CE) boundaries
eCoId work lines
e Martensite
eSingle phase silicate Slag
Back
eTwo Phase Slag, silicates
e Ferrite and Pearlite
eEdges had a higher fraction of
pearlite than center
e Pearlite is coarser at edges than
center
925.25.4 Later Han- e Remnant pearlite in a ferrite matrix e13-5/8 long
3 Kingdoms eTwo phase round slag inclusions e[ROM]
(400 CE)
122 Sui Daye eFerrite grains eFrom Louyang Longmen Tiguanzhan tomb
JiuNian eTwo phase silicate slag inclusions MI:22
(613 CE) eDeformed grains
e Cold working lines
eTwo phase morphology ,,;th pockets
of martensite and pearlite
2086 Shanxi. Corroded Round Sample eThe museum of Shanxi offered these broken
Tang e Remnant metal- pearlite structure iron scissor pieces for analysis.
(618·907 CE) Corroded Rectangular Sample e No further related field report.
eOne phase silicate slag eNo publication on this piece.
e Rcmnant metal
ePearlite
eCorroded Widmanstatten fcrrite
2087 Shanxi. eCorroded fayalitc/silieate slag eThe sample came from the same source as thc
Tang (618-907 CE) inclusions one above. 2086.
eFully corroded sample with remnant .No more details on the piece.
metal
118 Louyang. Tang .Grain Boundar)' Corrosion .The sample was from cxcavated tomb M76:15
Xin~\'uan .Uniform Corrosion at 162 sites in Louyang. Henan Province.
Yuan:'llian .Elongated two phase silicate slag .The mounted piece was takcn from thc sharp tip
(784 CE) • Ferrite of the scissors
.Neumann Bands .The lab analysis was reported in Wang Ke's
• Pearlite Master Thesis.
• WenWuCanKaoZiLiao 1956 (Vol. 5) p.41-44
220 Liaoning. .Corrosion layer contains remnant .Excavated from M7 tomb at Faku Yemaotai.
Iki [north) Sonl! mctal .Taken from the sharp blade tip.
(96Q.1I27CE) .Two phase silicate slag .The scissors was severely corrodcd and was not
in good shape to take more photos
• No further related ficld report referring to this
objcct.
231 Itcnlongj iang. .Elongated two pha.<e silic.ate slag .Published field report In KaoCiu 1960 Vnl2
A-eheng[eity) • Ferrite in ccntcr p..36-41
Zhaooongbal icheng • Pe.1flite at edge .No details about the scissors other than listing
.district • ~f3rtensite at edge.,
,lin .Very non uniform structure
(1I15-m4 cn .Grain si7c \'ariati0n
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